Topological indices have important role in theoretical chemistry for QSPR researches. Among the all topological indices the Randić index has been used more considerably than any other topological indices in chemical and mathematical literature. Most of the topological indices as in the Randić index are based on the degrees of the vertices of a connected graph. Recently novel two degree concepts have been defined in graph theory; ev-degrees and ve-degrees. In this study ev-degree Randić index is defined by using ev-degree concept as parallel to their corresponding classical degree version. This new ev-degree Randić index is compared with the Randić index by modelling some physicochemical properties of octane isomers. It is showed that the evdegree Randić index give better correlation than the Randić index to predict the entropy, acentric factor and standard enthalpy of vaporization of octanes. Also the exact values of the ev-degree Randić index for the well-known graph classes such as; paths, cycles, stars and complete graphs are given.
Introduction
Graph theory which is an important branch of applied mathematics has many applications to modelling real world problems from science to technology. Chemical graph theory which is a fascinating branch of graph theory has many applications related to chemistry. Chemical graph theory provides many information about molecules and atoms by using pictorial representation (chemical graph) of these chemical compounds. A topological index which is a numerical quantity derived from the chemical graph of a molecule is used to modelling chemical and physical properties of molecules in QSPR/QSAR researches. Quantitative structure-property/activity relationships (QSPR/QSAR) studies have very important role in theoretical chemistry. Octane isomers have been used widely in QSPR studies. The role of octane isomers in QSPR studies, we refer the interested reader [1] [2] [3] [4] and references therein. Among the all topological indices, the Randić index is the most used topological index in the chemical and mathematical literature so far. Very recently, Chellali, Haynes, Hedetniemi and Lewis have published a seminal study: On ve-degrees and ev-degrees in graphs [5] . The authors defined two novel degree concepts in graph theory; ev-degrees and ve-degrees and investigate some basic mathematical properties of both novel graph invariants with regard to graph regularity and irregularity [5] . After given the equality of the total ev-degree and total ve-degree for any graph, also the total evdegree and the total ve-degree were stated as in relation to the first Zagreb index. It was proposed in the article that the chemical applicability of the total ev-degree (and the total ve-degree) could be an interesting problem in view of chemistry and chemical graph theory.
In this study we define ev-degree Randić index by using the ev-degree concept. We define this novel topological index as parallel to corresponding original definitions of based on classical degree concept. We compare this new ev-degree Randić index with the Randić index by modelling some physicochemical properties of octane isomers.
Preliminaries
In this section we give some basic and preliminary concepts which we shall use later. A graph = ( , ) consists of two nonempty sets and 2-element subsets of namely . Randić investigated the measuring the extent of branching of the carbon-atom skeleton of saturated hydrocarbons via Randić index [6] . The Randić index of a connected graph G defined as;
We refer the interested reader to [7] [8] [9] and the references therein for the up to date arguments about the Randić index.
And now we give the definitions of ev-degree and ve-degree concepts which were given by Chellali et al. in [5] .
Definition 2.1 [5] Let be a connected graph and ∈ ( ) . The ve-degree of the vertex , ( ), equals the number of different edges that incident to any vertex from the closed neighborhood of . For convenience we prefer to show the ve-degree of the vertex , .
Definition 2.2 [5]
Let be a connected graph and = ∈ ( ). The ev-degree of the edge , ( ), equals the number of vertices of the union of the closed neighborhoods of and . For convenience we prefer to show the ev-degree of the edge = , or . We illustrate these new degree definitions for the vertices and edges of the graph which are shown in Figure 1 . 
Results and Discussions
In this section we compare the ev-degree Randić index with the well-known the classical Randić index by using strong correlation coefficients acquired from the chemical graphs of octane isomers. We get the experimental results at the www.moleculardescriptors.eu (see Table 1 ).
The following physicochemical features have been modeled:
• Entropy (E), • Acentric factor (A),
• Enthalpy of vaporization (H), • Standard enthalpy of vaporization (D).
We select those physicochemical properties of octane isomers for which give reasonably good correlations, i.e. the coefficients are larger than 0.9 (see Table 2 ).
Note that the all values in Table 2 are given by using natural logarithm. It can be seen from the Table 2 that the most convenient indices which are modelling the Entropy, Enthalpy of vaporization (HVAP), Standard enthalpy of vaporization (DHVAP) and Acentric factor (AcenFac) are ev-degree Randić index for entropy, acentric factor and the standart enthalpy of vaporization (DHVAP) and Randić index for the enthalpy of vaporization (HVAP), respectively. Also it can be shown from the Table 4 that the correlation efficient between the indices is 0.9901 which is indicate strong correlation. From the above arguments, we can say that the vedegree Randić index is a better possible tools for QSPR researches than the Randić index. Also we find the the Randić index of octane isomers values at the www.moleculardescriptors.eu (see Table 3 ). We also calculate and show the ev-degree Randić index of octane isomers values in Table 3 .
ev-degree Randić index for general graph classes
In this section we give the exact values of the ev-degree Randić index for the well-known graph classes such as; paths, cycles, stars and complete graphs. 
Conclusion
We proposed the novel ev-degree Randić index based on evdegree concept which has been defined very recently in graph theory. It has been shown that this index can be used as predictive means in QSAR researches. Predictive power of this index has been tested on by using some physicochemical properties of octanes. Acquired results show that the new ev-degree Randić index give somewhat better results by analogy well-known the Randić index. In addition, we investigated basic mathematical properties of these novel topological indices for general graph classes. It can be interesting to find a lower and upper bounds for the simple connected graphs. It can also be interesting to investigate the relations between the ev-degree Randić index and the other well-known topological indices such as; Zagreb, Wiener and Hosoya topological indices.
